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HOUSE DEMOCRATIC LEADER REACTS TO BULLYING AND SILENCING BY THE
REPUBLICAN MAJORITY DURING SESSION
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE – Today, at the end of a contentious two days of session, House
Democratic Leader Renny Cushing (D-Hampton) released the following statement.
“What we expect when we go to session is for spirited, sometimes heated debate on policies
that we all care deeply about. What we do not expect, and will not tolerate, is the outright
bullying and silencing displayed by the Republican Majority this week.
Wednesdayʼs session culminated with a motion by the Majority Leader implying that an antichoice bill was not deserving of anyoneʼs time and attention and should immediately “just be
dealt with” with little debate and consideration. When some Democrats decided to leave
session instead of supporting their partisan, radical games, the Speaker locked the doors,
trapping members outside. Democratic Members were not allowed back in the chamber for
numerous votes, even after the Speaker was informed multiple times that they were trying to
get back in.
This morning, the Speaker claimed that when he became aware of the desire of members to
return, he allowed them back in. This is not true, as the session video on the General Court
website will clearly show when it is uploaded. The same week that the Speaker permitted
Republican members who defy public health orders to attend session, he locked the doors and
barred Democrats from entering the chamber and voting.
In his speech, the Speaker also implored everyone in the chamber to act with civility, pleading
with us to not put hateful and incendiary content on social media. I completely agree with this
request. The Speakerʼs speech failed to address the communications sent out Wednesday night
by his Majority Leader, Representative Jason Osborne (R-Auburn), that claimed Democrats
would be “out for blood after their violent insurrection”. I find it hard to imagine any language
that would be more inflammatory and dangerous than this, and by failing to address it this
morning the Speaker effectively endorsed the words of the radical element of his party. I do not
understand what Representative Osborne found so threatening about members deciding to
peacefully walk out of the chamber. Maybe he was taken aback by all of the women in our

caucus who continued to rise throughout the day and challenge the repeated attempts to
silence and bully them.
The House Session yesterday was rife with Democratic members being silenced, ignored, and
flat out intimidated by the Speaker, and concluded with the Speaker locking the doors and
baring members from voting on a radical, anti-choice bill.”
###

On Background
Series of events at the end of Wednesday, February 24 after conclusion of bills on Part 1
of the House Calendar. These notes were taken in real time. Please double check vote
totals on the live stream recording which can be found on the General Court website here
once the Clerkʼs Office uploads it.
Motion to special order HB 233 to next order of business on February 24, roll call,
passed 180-159
Motion to recess so that Democrats could caucus, roll call, failed 144-192
Some Democratic members leave the chamber
Doors ordered locked by the Speaker
Motion to table, roll call, failed 45-184
Motion to Indefinitely postpone, division, failed 43-188
Motion to recommit, division vote, failed 40-186
Challenge the ruling of the chair, division vote, upheld 199-27
ITL motion, roll call vote, failed 46-186
OTP motion, division vote, adopted 181-49
Reconsideration motion, division vote, failed 44-188
Doors unlocked and members allowed back in
Third reading motion to adjourn for the day, division vote passed 158-67
The vote totals for roll call votes will also be available on the General Court website here
when they are uploaded.
The Speakerʼs full remarks from the morning of Thursday, February 25 should also be
available on the General Court website when they are uploaded.
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